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Abstract. It is proaed that the adaptit:e contoller
u ( t )  :  -  k ( t )  l l c ( t )  j l '  ' c ( t ) ,  c ( t )  : :  y ( t )  -  y . . , (0  -  n ( t )
tro l le(0 l l > ?.
l  e ( 0 l l  <  I
uhen applied to certain classes of muhiaariable nonlinear systems, achieves )"-tracking,
i.e. the trajectories of the closed-loop system are bowtded and lle(t) l] - [0,].1 as t+ co.
)'">0 and r)s are desigrt parameters, and s) I * some (known) upper bound of the
po[ntontial degree o.f tlze right-hand side of the plant. The crucial assuntptions on the
system classes are ntinittum phase and stong relative degree-one. Classes encontpass
systerns with sector bounded input nonlinearities, systcms in input affine form, and systems
not in input ffine lornt but zpitlz botntded trajectories. The reference signals y,"1() and
noise signals n(') are only assumed to be absolutely continuous on bounded interaals and
bounded with essentially bounded deriaatizrc. lYe also intoduce ntodifications of the
feedback strategy which preserzte the sintplicity of the controller but improae the tansient
behaaiour.
Nornenclature
[R , ([R ) thc set of non-negative (non-positive) real numbers
flR1 the set of positive real numbers
C, (C ) open right- (left-) half complex plane
o(A) thc spcctrum of the matrixAeC"'n
I  x l l  n  -  JQ,Px)  for  xe[R",  P:  Pt-e[ t " " "  posi t ive-def in i te
l l x lL  :  I  x l l ' . ,
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9 4 ' ( 0 )  :  { e e [ R " ' l l  t l l >  ) l  f o r  m e N ,  r . > 0
tr(1,[R) the vector space of measurablc functions f; I- [t',, 1c [R an interval,
such that lf(.) l,,,rn < co, wherc
fo r  pe l l ,  n )
for p: cr:
7//"' the Sobolev spacc of functions /:[Rr -[t,,, which are absolutcly con-
rinuous on compact intcrvals and /(.), jO u f , ([R' R-)
For ), p > 0 and positive-definite P: P'e R. ' ',, we introducc. for e e llt,,,. thc distancc
functions
D,,(e) :{x",,"_ n,
@,,(r) :  
,* t - , ,
l l c ) l >  I
l l e l l  < , i
l l e  1 , 7  p
l l e l l , ' <  p
I Introduction
In the prescnt paper) wc extend a simple adaptive controller to various classes of
nonlinear systems. The control objective is '2-tracking', i.e. for pre-specified 2 > 0
the output y(r) of a given system is supposed to track a refcrence signal y,"1(r), but
we do not requirc asymptotic tracking, instcad we guarantee rhat y(r) approaches
asymptotically the ,2,-ncighbourhood of y*r(t), i.c. lim, ,o dist( lly(r) -y."r(l) ]l ,
[0,,1]):0. Since l.>0 is pre-specified and might be arbitrari ly small, rhe control
objectivc is complercly sufficient for applications.
\we follow up a high-gain approach that is applicable ro systems which can be
stabilized by proportional output fecdback. Since the system is unknown, thc gain
has to be found adaptively. This adaptivc high-gain approach goes back to Morse
(1983) and Willems and Byrnes (1984) who introduced the universal stabil izer
u(t) : - h(t)y(t), n6; : y1tlt for linear, single-input, single-output, minimum phase
systems. This idea was extcnded to many more general classes and also to the
asymptotic tracking problem with an internal model; sce, for instance, Ilchmann
(1991) for a survey. Miller and Davison (l9gr) introduced a'dead-zone, but a
more complicated srepwise adaptation strategy. The simple gain adaptation
with proportional time-varying output feedback
i/(.) irr.,o I[ i 't') ll'o'-l
l.",,.rrp t,.rG) |
d,(e) : {J ,"* ' ,
f c t ' t  r o |  - i )  t l e ( r )  | ,  l l e ( t ) l l >  ) "ß{.r, : (
[0,  l le(r)  r ,  < /
( l )
u(t) : - k(t)e(t), e(t) : y(t) -r,"r(r) (2)
9 \ t ' A '  z , u )
r l , l t ,A, z)
- A  I  c l l '  ' c
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Fig. I. Adaptive l.-tracking.
was introduced by Ilchmann and Ryan (1994) and extended by Allgöwer and
Ilchmann (1995) and Allgöwer er al. (1997) to affine linearly bounded nonlinear
systems.
Advantages of this approach are: the adaptation can cope with output corrupted
noise, it is applicable to large classes of reference and noise signals whilst an
internal model is not invoked, it is vcry simple in its design and does not invokc
any identification mechanism or probing signals, the transient behaviour is very
good compared to thc fcw information available to the controller, it is applicable
to numerous classcs of nonlinear systems as long as they have global stable zero
dynamics and strict relative degree-onc.
This approach, and slight modifications thereof, was successful for many
biotechnological applications: methanol synthesis in a polytropic, catalytic conrinu-
ous stirred tank reactor on solid phase catalyst (Allgöwcr et al., 1997), conrrol of a
reaction in an exodrermic continuous stirred tank reactor (Allgöwer & Ilchmann,
1995), control of anaerobic digcstion by micro-organisms of animal wastes, e.g.
chicken manure (Ilchmann & \(/eirig, 1996), and control of a Biogas Tower l{eactor
for the waste water treatment from baker's yeast production (Ilchmann & Pahl,
1998). This was not only tested by simulations but the multivariable high-gain
l.-tracker worked successfully over several months on an industrial pilot reactor of
full scale plant (20 m) at the DH\ü (Deutsche Hcfewerke IJamburg, FRG).
In contrast with these precursors just mentioned, which deal rather with 'mild'
nonlinear perturbations, the present paper considers strongly nonlinear systems
but of relative degree-one. The nonlinearities are supposed to be polynomially
bounded and only an upper bound of the degree of the polynomial bound needs
to be known. The idea to use a fccdback srrategy of rhe form (2) is due to Ryan
(1998). Ryan proves, apart from other results via discontinuous feedback,
2-stabilization for scalar systems and stabilization for nth order systems) stabilization
for planar systems with unknown high-frequency gain by invoking a Nussbaum
function (see Nussbaum, 1983). However, since in most applications the high-
frequency gain is either known or can easily be dctected, in the present paper we
restrict our attention to cases where this is known.
,  I r  ( l l . l l  -  ) ) '
[ 0 ,
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There are several novelties of the present approach: it covers more classes of
systems such as systems with polynomial nonlinearities, sector bounded input
nonlinearities and certain nonlinear systems not in input affine form.
Equally important is that the proof is uni$ring and conceptually easier to
understand. \ü7e extract the essential assumptions of the system class and separate
them from the gain adaptation. This sets us in a position to give a rather simple
proof which docs not rely on LaSalle's Invariance Principle. If we apply this result
to specific system classes, the difficulty lies in proving so-called 'high-gain lemmata'.
Flowever, this gives also a deeper structural insight into certain nonlinear systems.
Moreover, it enables us to choose the gain adaptation fairly generally. The gain
adaptation (l) used by Ilchmann and Ryan (1994) is vcry specific and tailored for
a Lyapunov function used in their proof. Intuitively, it was not clear why not to use
for r2l, which is an extension of the wcll-known adaptive 'stabilizing, gain
adaptation k(t) : lly!) ll'. This is also solved in the present papcr.
Ilquation (3) is not only of theoretical intercst but it improves rhe transienr
bchaviour: the larger ris chosen the better the transient behaviour is. If l l  e(t)l]> )
and r is large, then the gain ä(r) increases fast and hence tracking is achieved faster.
This is illustrated in Section 7.
\Wc would like to finalize this introduction by illustrating the concept of high-
gain 2-tracking for the simple cxample of scalar nonlincar systems of rhe form:
x(t) : f(x(t)) + g(x(t))u(t), y(t) : cx(t), x(0) : 1,, u pX (4)
whcre the only structural assumptions bcing made arc: ce R and the continuous
functions /(.) and g(.) satisfy, for all r e R
there cxists some (unknown) o > 0 such tbat o < cg(x) (5)
there exists some (unknown) polynomial p(.) such rhat lf(x)l < p(xl) (6)
only thc upper bound s ) dcgp(') needs to bc known. we want to show that thc
time-varying and nonlinear feedback law
u(t) : * k(r) l le(t) l l '  'e(r), e(t): y(r) -y.,(r) (7)
with the simple gain adaptation (3) for r)s achieves /.-tracking (i.e. le(Dl__+[0,,i]
as t+oe) for arbitrary init ial conditions Ao,xoeR and refcrencc signals 
-!."r(.), as
long as y."r(.) and y."r(.) are essentially bounded.
I-ct [0, ro) denote the maximal interval of existence of thc solution of the closed-
loop system (4), (7), (3) for some ür € (0, m l.
\üe first prove k(') e L" ( [0, ar), [R) . Seeking a conrradiction, suppose
lim,-,,, A(r) : co. (Note rhat tr-+k(t) is monotonically non-decreasing by construc-
tion-) Differentiation of the Lyapunov like candidate v;(e)::Ld,(e), (see Nomen-
clature) along the solurion of the closed-loop system (4), (7), (3) yields, for almosr
all re [0, ro)
(3)
!,-v,1r1r11 : d,(r) 3t f@) , kcg(x)lel, ,e - !,*lor  le l  (8)
{ - kod;(e) lel' + d, (e)lcf(x) * j,,*l
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By (6) and boundedness of 1,"1 änd y,"1, there exist some M > O such that
lc f (x)  - j ) * ,1<z14[ l  *  le l ' ] ,  and hence
d
*f i  
(e( t ) )  (  -  [äo *  M dr(e) le l '  +  Md,(e)
Now we use the fact that
r  < ]  t , t " 11 t , t 'if dr(e) >- 0 (e)
( l  0 )
to conclude that
' r u f
?  v ,@( , ) )<  - l a "  M- 'Y la ,G )1 , t "ar L / ' l
Choosc rn su{ficiently large so that
k( t )o -  ,  -# ,  O for  a l l  te [ to,co)
Then substituting (9) into (10) yiclds, for all re [ro, a-l)
and hence v;.(e(t)) decays exponentially ro zcro. This contradicts, by the dead-zone
in (3), unboundedness of ä('). Therefore, wc have established that Ä(.) is bounded.
In a second step we prove that (D : co. Seeking again a contradiction, suppose
rr-r < co. Then maximality of [0,ro) yields l im,,,,, leG)l: oo. Invoking (6), bound-
cdnesso f  e ( ' ) , y . " r ( ' ) , - ! . " r ( . )  and rz -s , y i e l ds , f o r some M,>Oanda lmos ta l l l e [0 ,a_ r )
e(t) : cf(x(r)) - kcg(x(t))le(t)l '  te(t) - jt*,(t)
< M, [  + le(r)  l ' ]
{114,F  +(2+d; (e ( t ) ) ) ' l
( M, F + 2'Q' + d;(e(t))')l
( M, [[l + (U,)'] * M,2'd; (e(t))'
(  M,  I r  +  ( i l " ) ' ]  +  M2 ' l l  +  A( r ) l
Now, by integration, and since A(.) is bounded and o is finite, we may conclude
boundedness of e('). This is a contradiction and hence the system does nor have a
finite escape time.
Äe L", (R*, R) is equivalent to diQ)'eL, (R*, R). One can prove that
d
o 
d;(e(t)) ' { rdi(e(t))"  le1t l l  e t  '  1R*, R)
and therefore d1@(t)) + 0 as t--+ co. This proves lim, ,-. dist (le(t) l, [0,2]) : 0.
Thc paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the general class of
systems to be considered, the feedback law and the gain adaptation. Once one has
found the appropriate concept rcspective assumptions, it is technically not too
difficult to prove tr-tracking for a large class of systems. This will be done in Section
n,u, ru, < - 2,,luur' - M - #1", *u,
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3' In Section 4 we then show that the abstract formulated class of systems covers
nonlinear minimum phase systems with strong relative degree-one and, in Section
5, polynomial minimum phase systems with bounded input nonlinearitics. In
Section 6 certain minimum phase systems, occurring in the description of bio-
reactors, are proved to be also suited for l,-tracking. These systems are not in input
affine form. !7e finalize the paper with Section z, where some simulations show
the transient behaviour of the regulation and the advantages of the gain adaptation
(3) when compared to (l).
2 Systern classes, adaptive regulator and control objectives
The 'class of systems' to be considered consists of multivariable, time-varying,
nonlinear systcms of the form
j,(t) - q(t,y(t), z(t),u(t)), y(0) :yn
z(t) : ü(t,y(t), z(t)), z(O) : so
( 1 1 )
wherc, for re, pe N
rp: R. x R"' x RP x [R'' --+ R''
ür: R, x R'' x R2 + [t,
arc assumed to be 'Carath6odory functions'* satisting certain assumptions (Al)_
(A4) to be specified latcr. Thc dimension p of the internal variable a nced not be
known.
As usual, u('): IO, @)-[t" 'denotes a locally integrable input vector and y(.)
dcnotes the output to be controlled.
The'class of reference signals'to be tracked as wcll as thc'class of noise signals'
which may corrupt the output is 7l.t''', i.c. the Sobolev space of functions which
are absolutcly continuous on compact intcrvals and are essentiallv bounded with
csscntially boundcd dcrivative
- !* r ( ' ) ,  r l ( ' )  e  tWr '  '
The 'adaptive feedback law' is a simple time-varying and nonlinear error feedback
of the form
e(t) : y(r) * y*,(t) - n(t)
u(t) -- - h(t) lle(t) ll' 'e(t) + nQ)
(r2)
where s ) l, ,."r( '), n ( ') e \rV'' ' '  and ü(') el" (R, , R"'). s is, for many subclasses of(11), an upper bound of the polynomial degree of (p(.). r?(.) might have been
appropriate in non-adaptive circumstances, but if no information is available to the
designer he might set ei(.) : g.
*a: [t x fltq- [t is called a Carath6odory function, if a(.,x):t+a(t,x) is mcasurable on R for cach xe Rq,
and a(r, .): x e c(t, r) is continuous on [tq for all I e R.
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The scalar 'gain' is a monotonically non-decreasing function determined by the
'adaptive' law'
(  l 3 )
where arbitrary tr, l lO, 12 | and ä(0): än are design parameters free to choose.
,1 clearly specifies the desired performance with respect to the maximal allowable
control tolerance. The parameter y adjusts the speed of adaptation and a sensible
choice lies in the order of magnitude of the inverse of the dominant time constant
of the plant. r influences the dynamic of the adaptation and the larger r, the smaller
the terminal gain k',:: l im,-,,.h(t). For polynomially boundcd systems r has to bc
chosen greater or equal to the polynomial degree of the system in order to prevent
finitc escape time of the closed-loop system. The size of äo e R should not be
overcstimated, as unneccssary large valucs only increase the sensitivity to measure-
ment noise.
Notc that tt- h(t) is a differentiable, non-decreasing function and that the gain
adaptation incorporates a 'dead-zone'so that the gain is kept constant as soon as
the error enters the ball around 0 of prc-specificd radius 2 > 0.
2.1 Assumptions on the plant
Le t , . " r ( . ) , n ( )e t / r t ' ' ' ' ,  ü ( . ) eL ,  (R , ,R " ' )  and  l e t ,  f o r  some  roe (0 , co ] ,  Ä ( . ) :
[0,ro)*[t be a continuous, non-decreasing function. If the feedback law (12) is
applied to (ll)' then it is well known from the theory of ordinary differential
cquations, that thc init ial value problcm (l l), (12) admits a maximal solution on
[0,ri), for some röe (0,a-l], i .c. an absolutely continuous function
(y('),2('),ft( ')): [0, rö) - '+ ft" ' x lR, x [R (14)
which satisfies (l l), (12) almost everyrvhere on [0, rö) and this interval is maximally
cxtended. \ü7e assumc that for the closcd-loop system (l l), (12) we have to:ö
and that the following assumprions are satisfied:
(Al) High-gain property: if le(.) tL, (l},ra), R), then lim, ,,,e(t):0.
(42)  Boundcd internal  var iable:  i f  h( ' )eL,  ( [0 ,a; ) ,R) ,  thcn z( . )eL, ,  ( [0 ,o_r) ,Rr) .
(43) No finite escape timc of y(.): if rr.r < or:, then y(.) e L,,, ([0,@), R',,).
(44) Locally bounded derivative: if k(.) e L, ([0, ro), [R), then for every L > 0 there
cxists some l '> 0 so that, for almost all re [0,ro)
l l y ( r ) l l  <L  +  l l j t ( t ) l l <L '
Assumption (Al) is crucial, since together with the 'dead-zone' gain adaptation
(13) ityields the boundedness of A('). This, togetherwith (A2), gives existence of
every solution of the closed-loop sysrem ( I 1), ( I 2) on the whole of [0, oo ) . Finallg
after having proved a technical lemma, it is casy to see that (A4) together with the
gain adaptation (13) ensures 2-tracking.
2.2 Control objectiaes
For arb i t rary design parameters 1,2)O,  r ,s) l  and ü( . )e l ,  ( [ tu ,R, , , ) ,  we wanr
that the adaptive feedback controller, consisting of the feedback law (12) together
lle(t) ll >- A
l le( t ) l l  <  I
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with the gain adaptation (13), whenever applied to a sysrem (l l) satis$ing
the assumptions (Al) (A ) with arbitrary Äne R,yoelR"',zueRr,_1r*r(.),n(.)eWt"',
permits a solution (14) on a maximal time interval [0, at), for some o-r e (0, co], and
every maximal solution (y(.),e(.),ft(.)): [0,a-r)--R'"P+r is such that the following
control objectives hold:
( i )  @:cx )
(iD lim,,.,. k(t) : p' exists and is finite
( i i i )  z( ' )  e  L" , (R*,  R)
(iv) e(r) : !(t) - y,"r(t) - n(t) approaches theball !t8,(O)
3 /.-tracking
rü7e are now in a position to state the main result, i.e. if the sysrem (ll) satisfies
thc'abstract'conditions (Al) (A4), then thc,l-tracker (12), (13) can be applied
to cnsure the control objectives (15). This result is fairly gcneral. It clearly
distinguishes between csscntial properties of the system and the adaptation mccha-
nism. Classes of systems which actually satisry these conditions arc given in
Sections 4 6.
Theo rem 1 .  Suppose  1 ,7 )O ,  r , s )1 ,  and  r2 ( . )e t . ,  (R* ,R" ' ) .  I r t  ( l l ) ,  ( 12 )  be
such that (Al)-(A4) hold. If the gain adaptation (13) is applied to (l l), (12), then,
for all init ial conditions (!o,2o,A6), every maximal solution of (l l) (I3) meets the
control objectives (1 5).
For the proof of The orem I we ne ed the following technical lcmma.
Lemma 1. Suppose ((.) e Lr([R*, R"') for some q ) I and absolutely continuous on
any compact interval. If there cxist some L,L') 0 such that, for almost all t2O
l l((r) l l  < L' i f  l l ( ( , ) l < t
then
J19 i{t) : o
Proof. Consider thc absolutely continuous function
d( ' ) :  [ t r  -  [ t * ,  r r -+min{  |  ( ( t ) l lo ,  L ' }
By the hypotheses of  I -emma 1,  d( . )e I , , ( [R 'R,)  wi th der ivat ive ld , ( t l<  qLe \L '
for almost all r. Therefore, d(')el,(R*,R*) is uniformly conrinuous and so, by
Barbälat's Lemma (see Barbälat (1959) or Khali l (1996)), l im, ,., {(l) :0. Now
thc claim of kmma I follows and the proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 1. It follows from the theory of ordinary diffcrential equations
that the closed-loop system (l l) (13) admits a solurion (14) maximally exrended
over some interval  [0 ,@),  roe(0,  oo] .
STEP l: rVe prove h(.) e L , ([0, ro), R).
Seeking a contradiction suppose ft(.) is unbounded on [0,a-r). Then the high-gain
property (Al) yields that e(r) tends to 0 as r tends ro ro and hence, by the dead-
zone incorporated in the gain adaptation, it follows that Ä(.) is bounded. This
contradiction proves k(.) e L" (lO, ra), R).
as ,__l ,,,,
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STEP 2: We prove (o: cn.
Since by Step I and (A2) the components A(') and z(') of the solution are essentially
bounded, and by (A3) the componcnt y(.) does not have a finite escape time, it
follows that the maximal interval of the solution is [0, co).
STEP 3: rJ(/e prove l im,-o. dr(e(t)):O.
On any compact interval we havc: e(.) and ll . ll are absolutely conrinuous and the
composition *- lle(t) ll is of bounded variation. Hence *- lle(t) ll is absolutely
continuous; see, e.g. p. 297 of Hewitt and Stromberg (1965). An analogous
argument proves absolutc continuity of t--, d;(e(t)). Now a routine calculation givcs,
for almost all t2 O with e(D I 0
and hence, for almost all t)0
o9,lrnro u:rf,r,a#
!a,eGD< i l i (o 1lor (16 )
For almost all t) O, wc may conclude, from the boundedness ofy,"i( ') * z('), (A4),
boundedness ofi."r(.) -t d(.) and (16), that for M> 0 there exisrl,, L',M'> 0 so that
d; (e ( t ) )1M .>  l le (D l l  <M+7 -  l y ( t ) l l<L  +  l j , ( t ) l l<L '
=+ l le ( t ) l l  <M'
Thus the presuppositions of Lemma I hold and hence lim,-, d,(e(t)):0. This
completes the proof.
4 Polynornial rninirnurn phase systems in input affine form
In this section, we will show that multivariablc polynomial sysrems in input
affine form with strong relative degree-one and globally exponentially stable zero
dynamics satisfies our assumptions (Al) (A4) and hence the adaptive controller
(12), (13) achieves ,l-tracking.
\We consider multivariable nonlinear systems in input affine form
j,(t) :f(t,y(t), z(t)) -r G(t,y(t),2(t)) u(t), y(0) :yo
z(t) : h(t,J)(t), z(t)), z(O) : ,n
( l  7 )
where, fot m,pe N, 
_Ioe R"', ao€ [Rr and
f: R* x [t'' x [tP+ R"'
G:  R* x R' '  x  [ tP+ R' ix ' '
h :  R ,  x R " ' x R r - R r
arc assumed to be Carath6odory functions.
=* !a,kGD.u'
clr
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I*t (y",z",u")eR"'x RP x R"' denore an equil ibrium point of (17), i.e. for all
/e  [Rr
0 : f(try", z") * G(t,y", z.)u"
0 : h(t,y", z")
Then we assume:
(NLt) The functions 
"f(') and G(') are uniformly polynomially bounded, i.e.
for some (unknown) polynomials p{.),po(.) 
€ R[s] we have, for all
( t ry ,z)  e Ru x R" 'x  Rt
/ l t . . t \t l f(t,y,r)l l  <p,( l l" l l  I\ l ' l l , /
/  1  t \
lG(t,y,a t t  <r, ,(  ] lJ | )\  l t -  ] t , /
An upper bound s ) 1 of thc degree of the polynomials is known:
s )  max{degpr( . ) ,  deep"( . ) }
and, for some (unkown) 1,, > 0 and all (t,y,z) e [R x [t,', x [Rr
11 h(t,y, z) - h(t, y",z) ll ( L,, tt + lly --y" il l
(NL2) Thcre exists some (unknown) positive-definitc p: p-'e llR,,, * ,,, such that, for
a l l  ( t ,y ,z)e l l t ,  x  R" 'x  [ t ,
21,,, { PG(t,y, z) )- G(t,y, z)'t P
(NL3) Thc zero dynamics
rj(t) : h(t,y",r1Q)), r/(0) : 4o
arc globally exponentially stable at e" in thc sense that thcre cxists a posirive-
definite Lyapunov function
W(' , ' ) :  [0 ,  "o)  x  [ t r+ [0,  oo)
with constantswtrz02rr.uzt?r+)> 0 and q) I so that, for all ( l,e)e Rr x [tr
( l9a)
(r eb)
( r8 )
w,) lz  -  z " l lu  4  W( t ,z  -  z " )  {wz l l z  -  z " l lu
l . t l|  ! '  we," )  l l  < . ,1  z l lu  '
l 0 z  l l
! r *a , i ,  (  ! :wa ,z ) ,h ( t , y " , r l \  " ,wo l l z l l o  ( l ec )a t  \ 4 "  /
Rennrk 1. For linear systems the assumprions (NLI)-(NL3) are explained in
Rernark 3. For nonlincar systems they mean the following:
(i) Assumption (NL2) implies 'srrong relative degrce-one', see Section 5.1 of
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Isidori (1995). If the system (17) is single-input, single-output, rhen (NL2)
simplifies to requiring that G(t,y,e) is uniformly bounded away from zero.
(iD Assumption (NL3) requires thc systcm to be globally minimum phase. This
is, together with the assumption that the relative degree is one, a restriction.
However, many practical control problems, like for example many chemical
and biochemical reactors, will meet the requirements.
(iii) Thc exponcnt q in (l9a)-(l9c) can be replaced by any Q2 | and appropriate
constants üt'ür,ür,üo) 0. To see this use the transformation lt/e,z):
: W(t,e)t '4. Sufficient conditions for (l9a)-(l9c) are given in Hahn (1962) or
Vidyasagar (1993).
Remark 2' The system (17) will bc simplified by a straightforward coordinate
transformation which converts the equilibrium (-!", a") into zero:
(y(t),2(t)) is a solution of (17) if, and only if
(j(t),2(t)): : 0fu,'(D - y", z(t) * z.)
is a solution of
frlrr> : i rr, iG), E(t)) +GG, io), z (t)) ü(u(t))
d  - . .  : .
iual : fr1t, 21t11 + h(t,t(r), z(t))
where
j(t, i, Z) i : f(t, t I !", 2 * z ") * f(t, y", z") * [G(r, g * y., E * e") - G(t, y", z ")lu.
GG,i, E) :: G(t, j * y", E * z")
ü ( u ) ; :  Y  -  u .
f rQ, f l : :h( t ,y" ,z*2")
h!,i, 2) :: h(t,j * y", Z+ e") * h(t,!", E * z")
This follows easily by rearranging (17) and using the fact that (y",e",2") is an
equilibrium point. (Al), (A2) and (A4) yield that
/ 1 r ,0 ,0 ;  : 9 ,  ö1 r ,0 ,0 ) :G( t , y " , 2 " ) ,  f r e ,01 :h ( t ,O ,E )  : 0 ,  and  ü (u " )  : g
whence (0,0,0) is an equil ibrium point.
Since
( a - t b ) q < 2 q  t | a l q + l b l q l  f o r a n y  a , ö e R  a n d  4 ) - l  ( 2 0 )
(see, e.g. section XI.4 of I-ang (1969), it easily follows that the polynomial bounds
in (NLl) yield, for some rM > 0 and for all (r, (, 4) e Rr x R", x Rt
njl,(,Lr) lr + l l GG,(,,r) l l  <M[t . l l ' l l  
- l
L 11 ' / l l  J
I h(t, t,4) ll < n4t + il ( l l l
(2r)
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Furthermore, fr1'; ls a Carathöodory function, and the zero dynamics 4(, : frQ,qQ))
are globally exponentially stable at 0, i.e. (l9a)-(l9c) hold true analogously.
Remark 3 Qinear minimum phase systems). An important subclass (see Section 2.1
of Ilchmann (L993) for details) of systcms (17) satisg'ing (NLt)-O{L3) is the class
of multivariable linear systems which are minimum phase and the spectrum of
their 'high-frequency gain' lies in C*, i.e.
*.(t) :4*1t1 * ßu(t), x(0) : 360
y(t) : Cx(t)
whe re  AeR" " ,  B ,C t  e  R" " " ' ,  xo€ [ t ' sa t i s f i r :
( ) t \
(L l )
(L2)
First note, that, since dctCll *0, a statc space transformation according to
[t": imB @ kerC converts (22) into the form
j,(t) : A' !(t) + 42 z(t) + cllu(t)
2(t) :4. r1t) * Aq z(t)
(23)
(23) is exactly of the form (17) and wc will compare rhe assumptions. Assumption
(NLl) is trivially satisfied. Bv (Ll) thcrc exists a positive-definitive solution
P: P't' e R"'" '' of the Lyapunov cquation 21,,,: PCB * (Ctr;'t'p and hcnce (NL2)
follows.
To verifli (NL3), notc that the zero dynamics of (22) respccrively (23) are given
by z(0:Anz(t).It is easy to see that (L2) yields o(A)cC . Hence rhere exisrs
a positivc-definite solution Q: Q, e p(a rd x ('  r n) of thc Lyapunov equarion
1,, ,,, : QA4 + Al' Q and it is straightforward to check that W(t, z) : : it'Qz sarisfies
(NL3).
In thc rcmainder of this section wc will show tlat the class of nonlinear systems
(17) satisfying (NL1)-(NL3) and with control (12) belong ro the class (l l)-(12)
with (Al)-(A4). The most crucial propcrry ro show is (Al).
Lemma 2 (high-gain lemnm for polynontial systerns). Suppose 
_!-r('), n(.)e7/r1,',
ü(') e L., (R, , R"') and le(.): [0, ra) - [t is a continuous, monotonically non-decreas-
itg, unbounded function. Then lim,,,,,e(r):0 for every maximal solution
(y( ' ) ,2( ' ) ,  A( ' ) ) :  [0 ,  r , - l )  + Ri l+ '+ I  o f  (17)  wi th contro l  (12) .
Proof. The closed-loop system (17), (12) may be wrirten as
(24)
o ( C B ) c C n ,
a. t [ '1 ' -  n  i f /o  fo r  a l l se  c , .
L  C  O I
e(t) :f (t,e(t) * w(t),2(t)) - k(t)G(t,e(t) + w(t),2(t)) le(t) l l '  'r(r)J
* G(r, e(t) + w(t), z(t))ü(t) - zit(t) |
z(t) : 701r, z(t)) + h(t, e(t) * u;(t), z(t)) )
w(t) :: y,",(t) + n(t) 
I
h o ( t , z ) : :  h ( t , y " , z ( t ) )  |
h(t,y, z) : :  h(t,y, z) - h(t,y", )  )
wherc
(25)
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In the following we will assume, by Remarks 2 and | (iii) and without restriction
of generality, that the origin is zero and (21) are satisifed.
For arbitrary p > O and positive-dcfinite P as given in (NL2), we will prove
the statement of Lemma 2 by showing that the Lyapunov-like candidate (see
Nomenclature)
I
V,,(e(t)) : : : D,,(e(t)) '
tends to 0 as r tcnds to ar. This would complete the proof sincc p > 0 is arbitrary.
Before we proceed in several steps, we record, also for later use, the following facts:
I f p , : :  l lP  ' l l  ' ' ' , p . i : l lP l l ' ' ' ,  t henp , l l e l l  <  l l  e l l u4p r l l e l l  f o ra l l  ee  R" '  ( 26 )
(27)
STEP l: rü(/e prove rhat differentiation of the Cr-function V,,(e(t)) along the
solution component e(t) of (24) yiclds, for suitable M,)0, r,e(0,ro) and almost
a l l  r e [ r , , r o )
l f  D,,(e) > o, then t .  r l l  ,11,,<?? l lr l l
!rv,,1r1t;1< 
- E(r)D,,( e t)) l le(r) l l '  + M,l l  @,,(e r)) l l  l lz(r) l l '
koDrQ, t )  le  |  , * '  +  M. l l@, , (e ) l l  t l  +  l le  l .  +  |  e  l l , l
l l  e l l
Choosing tr€(0,ro) sufficiently largc so that le(t,)>0 and invoking (26), (27)
yields, for almost all teft,,o)
f iv,,1r1r17 < 
- h! D,,(e) l l  eli '  1- M,D,,@) Lll + | e l l ' l  + M,ll @,(e) l l  I zl l '
Now (28) follows by a repeated application of (27) and by setting
r i14: -  r1r ;  o  -Mz l (n ' ) ' *  t - l. P '  P ,  l \ P /  I
(28)
where 81.; tras the same properties as Ä(.), i.c. non-dccreasing and unbo.rnded on
[0, ro). Differentiation along (24) and applying (NL2) yields, for almost all re [0, ro),
(where for dre sake of pre scntation we omit the argument r)
d  . . .  . . .  D  ( c ( r ) )
I V,,(e(t)) :: " :", ' : '  (c(I), I)c(t) )dt I c(r) l l  I
, - D , , ( e )  r i  -  r r ,  | ,  D , , ( e ) ,  ^ ,(  - l e o - " ,  r ' u r r  r , , , ,  r r r ' l l P l l ' l l f ( c + w , z ) * G ( e *  w , z ) ü - w l l
l l c l l r ,  l l c l l l
Using thc bounds in (21) and (20), boundedness of zu(') and zo('), and @,,(e) as
defined in the Nomcnclature, it is readily vcrified that thcrc exists some Mr> O
such that, for almost all re [0, ro)
!rv"{'{ '11<
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STEP 2: \ü7e prove that the solution componenr z(r) of (24) satisfies, for suirable
M.> O and all re [0, rr;)
ll z(t) ll' ( l1a,' + M, e (ll @,, (eO) ll ) (r)' (ze)
wherc, for some p>O, I is the convolution operaror
l r \g : L o ( [ o , @ ) , R ,  ) - - L o ( 1 0 , t , - l ) , R , ) ,  E ( ) r - {  r t -  l c  , t ,  , , g ( r ) d r  }  ( 3 0 )\ J  /
Note that I is a l inear and bounded operator for cach qe [], co], see e.g. Section
6.4 of Vidyasagar (1993).
In order to derive (29),we diffcrentiate the Lyapunov function in e.üL3) along
the solution component z(t) in (24) and obtain, for almost all re [0, a;)
! , * r , ,2( r ) ) : ' ] , * r , ,2( t ) )+( ! - *U,z( t ) ) ,hoQ,z( t ) )+h(r ,e( t )+za( t ) , " f , ) ) \at ()t \dr /
Invoking the bounds in (NL3) and in (NLr) respectively (21) wc obtain, for q:1
and some Mn> O
.l
i .W( r ,z ( r ) )  <  -wn l  z ( t ) l l  +w,Mn1t  + l le ( t )  +w( t ) l l lo,t
4 -? t lYQ,z( t ) ) *w jMnt l  +  l le ( r )  +u t ( t ) -@, , (e ( r ) ) l l  +  11O, ,1e141111
w l
and hence, with
pt : : r : ,  M, : :  w.Ma + l ic( . )  + u)( . )  -@,(r ( . ) )  11, .o,10, , , , ;
we derive at
! *A,z(r) < - pw(t, z(t)) + M5lr + ll tl,, (e(r)) ll I (31)dr
which is equivalent to
d .
*1e," w(t,z(r) l  < e"'  Mrft + l lo,,(e(r)) l l l
and therefore, for almost all re [0,ra)
,,
lY(t ,z(t))  4e " 'w(t ,z) + M, I  e r ,a . ;  [1 + l l@,,(e(r))  l l ]dz (32)
i
Applying (NL3) to (32) yields
r lz(D |  (  ?. . ' .  , ' i lzol l  + ! '  *U'  y,0lo, , (e( . ) )  l l ) ( r )
zrt wt 11 ,2,01
and by using (20) we may conclude (29).
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STEP 3: \üfe prove that, for suitable Mu> O and for all re [0, co), we have
t
r
I  l i  @,,(e(r)) l l  l ls(r) l l 'dr ( tw"f l l@,,(e(.)) l l , ,ro,o + l l@,,(e(.)) l l i_... ' ,<.,,0] e3)
J
t.rr"g.uriin of (z9)gives, for all re [0, ro)
t t
f r
I  l lo, ,(e(r))  l l  l le(t)  l l 'dr  (  tvt ' l l1o,,1e1r))  l l  dtJ J
;
f
*  u,  I  l l@,,(e(r))  l l l l ! / ( l l@,(e) l l ) ( r )  l l 'dr
{
and drus, by Hölder's incquality for I lp * | lq: I and uniform boundedness of rhe
operator I
l l
r r
I  I lo, , { r t . ) )  i l  l le( t )  l i 'd t  (  u, l11o,,1e1r))  |  d 'J J
:
(
* 7"t ,  I  l l@,,(e(t))  l l  e( l l@,,(e(r))  l l ) 'dr
I
E rra, io,, 1u1.)) ll,.,ro,o
+ M'll@,(n(')) l l ,,ro,o l lSf (@,,(e))(.) 11i.,10,,,
(  M,  l l@,, (e( ' ) )  l l . , r , , ,o
+ M.ll I l l ' l l@,,(e(')) l l .nro,o l l@,(e (.)) | i_,,rn,o
Se t t i ng  p : s  +  l ,  q :  ( s *  l ) / s  and  Mu :M{ l  +  l l g l l ' l  y i e l ds  (33 )
STEP 4: !lüüe prove that V,,(e(.)) e L". ([0, o), R* ).
Integration of (28) and insertin C G3) yields, for all r e [r, , ro)
,r
v,(e(t)) 4 v,,(c(tt)) - | Ä1';o ,,(e(t)) li e(r) ll 'drJ
f
+  M,  I  l l@n(e(r ) )  l l  l leG) l l 'd r
J
r
4 V,,(c(t t ))  -  |  11.;O,,(c(r))  t lc(r)  l l 'dtJ
t l
+ M,M6[J,,", , , , , r)  l t  + i l@,,(e(r)) 1,, ,  dr]
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Choosing tre(O,a-l) sufficiently large so thar EQ)> 0 and setting
t2
M, :: V,,(e(r) ) - |  ,AfOo,,(cG)) l le(r) l l .dr
J
l l
L2
f l I
+ M,M,, | | l l  i lO,,(e(r)) l l '  + lr @,,(e(r)) l i '  '  '  ldr'  ' t t  " 'J L  I
t l
gives, for al l  te[tr,at)
t t
t _  r f  Iv , , (e ( t ) )4M, -  lE1 . ;o , ,1c1 t ; )  le ( r )1 , 'd t+M,M, ,  I  l l l o , , f r f r l l l l+ l l@, , (e ( r ) ) l ' , '  l d .J  J I  I
(34)
It is casily derived from (26) and (27) that
I o,,(e) | < 
ol, o, {.) " ot, o,,(.) (7) ,,r, ' '
and that, if I),,(e) > 0
-  l r c  1 ' *  -  1o , , ( r ) '  and  l o , , (e ) l l '  ' <  l -  ,D , , (e ) '  'p)  p \ "
These incqualit ies applied to (34) yicld, for all te[tr,o)
' f  
f  .  / , \ .  I
v,,(e(t)) { M,- J l;u,., -' '{" (t)lo, r'r.)) rc(t) | ,dr
(35)
'f 
f . I
- |  |  l t r . l  1 - *: ! '  ln,,( ,( .))" 'a.
) ,Lr  
"  l , i  Pi  '  l
Since ft(r) is assumed to be unbounded on [0, @), Ä(, is, and boundedness of
V,(t( ')) follows from (35).
STEP 5: rVe prove that l im,,,., l)r(e(r)):9.
Since l j,(e(')) is bounded, it follows that e(') e L, ([0, rr-r), [R-) and hence, by (29) and
boundcdness of .9: 1., ([0, @), R, ) - L,. ( [0, ro), lR , ), we derive z(.) e L, ([0, ro), [t ' ,,).
Applying (27) to (28) yields, for almost all re [r,, rr;)
d  f  / , \ ' '  M , , , . .  I
i ,v , , {e{ t ) ) (  -D, , (e( t ) ) l  aro{  1  t  -  . ' '  i l : ( r ) i l '  |  |e( r ) l r  (36)L \ P , / P l
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Since e(') e L, ([0, a-r), R"') we may choose 4eft,rrl) such that
ne)  : :Ä( ' )  f i ) '  -+ l le(D l l ,>  0  ror  a l te f t , ,a)
\Pr/ P
and hence, by (36), for almost all re [r' at)
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! v,,(n(r)) < * ;6(to,, (e(t)) ll e(t) ll < - 2h(t)v,,(e(t))d r  ' ' '
Since 6(') is unbounded on [0, cr-r), exponential decay of v,,(e(t)) on [0, rr-r) to 0
follows. This completes the proof.
Wc are now in a position to complete this scction by proving that the assumptions(NLl) (NL3) arc sufficient for (Al) (A4).
Proposition 1. Supposey.",(.), z(.) el/r,, ' ' '  and ri(.) e t,, (R, , R,,,). Then the class of
nonlinear minimum phase systems (lz) satisfuing (NLl)-(NL3) and wirh control(12) is a subset of the class of systcms (l l), (12) satisfying (Al)-(A4). Hencc the
control objectivcs (15) are met if (12), (13) are applied to (17) with s as givcn in(NLl)  and arb i t rary 1,7> O,r)  s , /eue [ t .
Proof. Substituting the feedback (12) into (lZ) yields, for (j(z), Z(t)):: (y(t) _ y",
z(t) - z.), thc initial-value problem
i(t):f (t,9(t) *y",8(t) + z") - h(t)G(t,i(t) t y.,z(t) + z") l le(r) l l . ,e(r)')
+ G(t,i(t) * y., z(t) + z.)ü(t) | el>
ä1t1 :7,,1r,u(, J- z") + h(riie) f-y",ä(t) + z") I
where_!(0) :yo -y",ä(0) : zo a" and hoO,h() arc as in (23).
By thc classical theory of ordinary differential equarions, the initial-valuc problem
(37)' (13) has a solution, maximally cxtended over [0,rr;), for some t,;e(0,oo]. In
order to apply Theorcm I, it remains to prove propcrties (Al)-(A4).
(Al): This follows from Lemma 2.
(42): Suppose ft( ')el, ([0.r, l),[R).To provc boundcdncss of e(.), we first observe(sce Lemma 2 in Ilchmann and Ryan (1994)), that for p:pzA
l ro,,(c) l i  " 11e11 D,,(c) < t , , ,(r) <P' d,(r)
l l  c r l  l  P t  P t
Substituting this into (29) yields, for almosr all le [0,ro)
/"  \ ,
l , z ( r )  l l ' (  M,  *  M, l ' : '  lY fa ,Qf 'DO'
v ' t  /
Now the statement follows from the fact that k(.)eL, ([0,o),[t) is equivalenr to
d;(e) e L,([0, ro), [R) and .9 is a uniformly bounded operaror.
(43) :  Suppose t r - l<  oo. I t  suf f ices to prove e( . )eL, . ( [0 ,o) , [R ' , , ) .  S ince Ä( . )  and z( . )
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are bounded on the maximal interval of existence of a solution of (37), (13), we have
l im lleQ) ll : oo (38)
obviously, *--+ e(t) and e r--+ ll e ll are absolutely continuous functions on any compacr
interval and the composition te lle(t) l] is of bounded variation. Flence, it follows
(see, e.g. p.297 of Hewitt and Stromberg (1965)) thar rr+ l le(r)l l  is absolutely
continuous and thus differentiable almost everywhere. By (38) we may choose
t' e(0,at) such that e(t) + 0 for all re [t',r'). Then by (NLl), (NL2), (20), (26) and
boundedncss of A(.) and z(.), there exist Mt, M2, Mr> 0 such that, for almost all
te[t ' ,a) with e(r) # 0
Ä
I l l  c(r) l l  ,, : l l  c(r) l l ,, '  (e(t), PeQ))ot
= 
-  4 j+ l lc(r)  I l ' * ' -  l lc(D i ln+ r ie( , )  l r t .*  M,t l  + i le(r)  i l ' ll l e ( t )  l l r
< - l le(r) 1l n-r M,[ l  + l ]e(D l l ' l
(  - l l r(r) 1l "* M,[ l  + (d; (e(r)) + 2).]
(  -  l l r ( r )  l lu l -M, l r  +(21) ' l *m,?^, t l  +Ä(r ) l
I
(  -  l le( r )  l l , ' - r  M, l l  +  [ ( r ) ]
Since rr- llr(l) ll . is absolutely continuous, the set
J, : : lt e [0, ro) l r r-, ll e(r) l] u is not diffcrentiable at r]
has measure zero, and since lr-- ll e(r) lluis not differentiable at any point of
J': : {t e [0, ro) | e(t) : O, ö(t) * 0\
this sct has mcasure zero, too. Integration of
d . . f l l  e (r) l ln ' QQ), Pö(t)), re [0, ro)\J, gl, and e(t) + o
= l l  e( r i  l l  i , :  {
at [0, re [0, a;)\J, lJl, and e(r) :0
and invoking the above inequality gives, by I-emma 3.2.4 in Ioannou and Sun
(1996),  for  a l l  te f t ' ,a)
+ i(r)l dr
Now boundedness of Ä(') and a-r < oo yield boundedness of ll e(.) ll ". This conrradicrs(38) and proves the claim.
(Aa): ä(.) e 1,.,(R*, R) is a consequence of (Al) and of the dead-zone incorporared
in (13). Since k(.),e(.),r.",(.) are all bounded, the supposition in (A4) can be
shown by invoking the bounds in (NLl). This compleres the proof.
1 1 e ( r ) l l , , ( c  "  " l l e ( r ' ) l l " +  f "  "  " M , l l' '  |
J
t
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5 Polynornial rninirnurn phase systems with sector bounded input
nonlinearities
In this section, we consider multivariable nonlinear systcms of the form
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j,(t) : f (t, y(t), z(t)) +
z(t) : h(t,y(t), z(t)),
y(r,u(t)), y(0) :yo
z(0)  :70
(3e)
where/and ft are given as in (17), satisfii (NLl) and (NL3), and
1:  R* x R" '+ lR' '
is a Carath6odory function representing a 'sector bounded, memorylcss, input
nonlinearity' (sce p. 403 of Khali l (1996)), i.e. for all (t,u) e[t, x [t" '
IXQ,u) -K,,i.ul ' ' ' [X(r,z) -1(,,"*z] {0 (40)
where,  for  some 0 (  a, (  l ) , r i :  l r . . .  rn t
K . i n i : d i a g { a , ,  . . . , d , , 1 ,  ( , u * : :  d i a g l ß r r . . . r ß , , , }
In the following we will use the fact that (a0) is cquivalent ro
- z'' 1K-," * K""-lU (r, z) ( - lJxQ,u)ll' - u't-K,,^K,^"u (41)
whence, for all (r, z) e R* x [t"'
llX(t,u) ll( llK-,, + K"". ll llz ll (42)
Lemma 3 (high-gain lemma for systents with sector bounded input nonlinearities).
Suppose 
-1l*r( '), n(') e"//rt" ' , ü(.) e1,., (R* , [R"') is locally integrable and k(-):
[0, ro) - R is a continuous, monotonically non-decreasing, unboundcd function
for  some roe(0,oo] .  Then l im, , , , ,e( r ) :0 for  every maximal  so lut ion
(y( ' ) , " ( ' ) ,  A( ' ) ) :  [0 , ( r )  + R' r+t ]  |  o f  (39)  wi th contro l  (12) .
Proof. The closed-loop system (12), (39) may bc written as
ö(t) :f (t,e(t) + w(t),2(t)) + XQ, - k(t) l le(D ll '  te(t) * ü(t)) - z;t(t)
2( t ) :  ho( t ,z( r ) )  + h( t ,c( t )  *  w( t ) ,2( t ) )  @3)
where we use thc notation as in (25) and assume again that (!",r"): (0,0) and
4:  I  in  (NL3).
Setting P:: K,,n + K*"* and differentiating VuQ(t)) along (43) yields, for almost
all r e [0, co) (where again for the sake of simplicity we omit the argumcnt r)
I  v, , ( r ( , ) )*?, ' l ' )  Q,py(-  k l le l l '  'e +ü) + pl f  (e+u,z) _  üt l )  (44)d z  l l e l l n ' -
For further bounds we proceed in several steps.
STEP l: \üe prove that for D,,(e) > 0 and A > 0 we have, for suitable M, < 0
r .  I( e , P x ( _   k l l r l l '  ' e +  r ) )  <  -  ä o - , " ( 1 Ö  l l e l l ' ' '  +  M , l :  +  r l e l l  |  @ 5 )
L k l
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Applying (41), (42), (26) and invoking boundedness of ri(.) yields, for some Mr> 0
and 1(: :1(n,1nK_"*
(e,Py"(-k l l r l l '  'e+ , ) )  :  Af i l i  , (  -  k l le l l ,  'e *  ü,py.(-k l le l l ,  'e *  ü))
, l
*  
* - 1 o -  
( ü , P y ( * k l l e l l '  t e  +  ü ) )
I
*  
u l l r ' l t ,  ,  t l ' tGk  l t e l l '  
' e  +  ü ) l l '
+ I - kll ell" e + al't' ir, - kll ell' I e t ül)
I
*  
a  l , l l -  l l  
, l l  l lP l l ' l l  -  k l l e  l l '  ' e  *  d  l l
'|
"  
- n r f  
, [ h ' l l e ] l ' ( '  ' ) l l  e l l 211 -2k l l e l l '  ' e1kü+  l i r l l i l
, 1
* u , t r t t , ,  l t r i l l  |  1 ' l l ' l A l  e l ' +  I  r . ? l l l
<  -  Ä l l e l l "  I  e l l ?  +  zh l l e l l  l l , < l l  r l l
+  l l r r l l l  P l ' l l e , l +  l l P l ' 1 . ;  l '
R l l e l
(  -  no",,"( t i )  l le l l ' * '  + *,1 lr  l l  + .  j "  - lI  a l l e l l '  ' l
An application of (27) shows (45).
STEP 2: rve prove that for r, e (0, ro) sufücicntly large so that E1q > o,rhcre exists
some ltr4, > 0 such that, for almost all re [r,,ro)
Ä
f iV,,(e(t)) { - M,tk(t) - r lD,,(e(t)) l le(r) i l ,  + M.l)0,,(e(t)) l l  l lz(D l l .  (46)
Substituting (45) into (44), invoking the polynornial bound of/in (NLl), and
applying (20), (27) and zu('), zt(.)eL, (R*, R,,,) yields for some Mn,Mr,M,,) 0
rl
l , r , ' r r r r (  -äo-, , , (61 or '^ l "  terr ' ' '+  M.D"G)f  I  I'  l lcl ,, '  '   - '- '  l l  e11,, ln6; i- rl c I J
+ ?,,(:,e) le irPt rw,l r+ li, . ,ll + ri,i,l It l e l l , ,  ' L  |  ,  l t  J
"  
-  # : ) .  IM,k) le  l l , r  '  -  Mn -  M^l le) l  -  Mnl le l l2 , , , | le  + wl l ,+  11e 1111i, e(r.) ll ,,
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<  -  
D rc  Mn l l e l l ' . , [ k -  p r ,+ r )  -p '  -  Mr f  +  Mr2 ' ' ' 110 , , (e )  l l  l l z l l '
l l c ( t )  l l  l
< -  
D ' ' (c)  M^ , l ) ' ,1)  l le l l '  ' [A -  M, , l  +  M" l l0 , , (e) l l l tz l '
l l e l l l  l l c l l l
If you choose z,e (0,tr.r) sufficiently large so that k(tt)>Mo, then an application of
(26) to the above inequality yiclds (46).
STEP 3: The inequality (a6) coincides, modulo other values for la(') but same
properties, with (28) and the remainder of the proof can be performed analogously
to the proof of I-cmma 2. This is omitted forbrevity and the proof is complete.
rüüe are now in a position to complete this section by proving that the class of
systems (39) satisfying (NLl), (NL3) and the sector nonlinearity (40) can bc
regulated by thc adaptive controller (l l), (13) in the scnsc that the closed-loop
system mects the control objectives (15).
P ropos i t i on2 .  Suppose - ! * , ( ' ) , n ( ' ) e f / r t " ' and r? ( ' ) eL ' , (R* , [ t " ' ) .Then thec lasso f
nonlinear minimum phase sysrems (39) satisfuing (NLl), (NL3), (40) and with
conrrol (12) is a subser of the class of systems (l l), (12) satisfl i ing (Al)-(44).
Flence thc control objectives (15) arc met if (12), (13) are applied to (39) with s
as g iven in (NLl)  and arb i t rar !  T, l> O,r )  s , laue [ t .
Proof. The closcd-loop system may be written as (43) plus (13). Then it remains
ro prove that the propertics (Al)-(A4) hold so that Theorem I can be applied.
(Al) follows from Lemma 3. The proof of (A2) can be performed as in Proposition
L To show (A3) and (A4), note that an application of (NLl) and (42) to the first
cquation in (39) yields
i lr i l<Ia,Ir
" * [ ' ' e  *  ü l l
as in the proof of
This completcs the
Since e(') and /e(') are bounded by (Al), (A2)' similarly
Proposition I one may show that (A3) and (A4) hold true.
proof.
6 Systerns with bounded traiectories
If systems (ll) are not in input affine form (17) or (39)' then it might be difficult
or only locally possible to convert them into this form. However, thcre is a class of
practical relevant systems where 2-tracking is possible without convcrting them
into input aflinc form. Also the global minimum phase assumption necd not be
checked. The reason is, that under the feedback (12), the trajectories of certain
biochemical processes remain bounded. Consider for example the general rcactor
model
t@ -  rc ,pc(L) )  -  l -Xr ) ( ( r )  d iag{q1 , . . . ,4 ,n } { ( r )  +  D(D( t " ( r ) ,  ( (0 )e(R1)"
-  l [ l l ' ]+ rx(r ,  _  ket lc l ' '  +,Drr
_,_ ||;ll ] * tt/(.' + K"*. tt tl - re lle lr
(47)
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where ((D e R* is the state vector consisting of the concentrations, the N reaction
rates E( . )  :  (?r( . ) ,  .  . . ,E, ( ) ) ' ,  are of  the form
E;( ' ) :  RT'R*, (r--  EiG) :  aiG)
where $ is the set of autocatalysts and reactants of the jth reaction, the growth
rates are givcn by
a ; O : R f - ( e ; , a ) ,  0 E q ; ( a ; ,  f o r a l l  j : 1 , . . . , M
D(') denotes the dilution rarc and the componenrs (i.(.) of the inllow rate are
bounded functions satis8ring
(1"('): [R* - [0,41"], Ei" >- O, for all i :  1 , . . . , N
the values of 4, are the non-negative proportional factors of the gaseous outflow
rates, I(e RN'M is the matrix of stoichiometric coefficients. Variations of this model
were studicd by many aurhors and introduccd in a unifying way by Bastin &
Dochain (1990).
In Ilchmann and rü(reirig (1998) we proved the following.
Proposition 3. If for the stoichiometric matrix K: tK , . . . , I(nrl in (47) there
cx i s t ssome y€ ( [ t 1 )N  such tha t  ] ' . 4<0  fo ra l l  j : 1 , . . . ,M  (4g )
thcn for cach initial condition ((0) e (Rt)N the solution of (47) is bounded and
rcmains in the positive orthant.
If 1( represents a 'non-cyclic process'-a concept introduced and characterized
in Ilchmann and tüTeirig (1998)-then the crucial condition (ag) is satisfied.
Another sufficient condition is the assumption of mass conservation, sec Gavalas(  l  968 ) .
In the present paper we do not havc the spacc to develop how ,t-tracking can
also be applied to systems in the gencral form (47). Instead we restrict our attention
to a simple example which captures the typical features ro show how the global
minimum phase condition can be replaced. Consider the following two-dimensional
model for chicken manure rrcatment presenred by Hill and BarÄ e977): rhc one
stage reacrion scheme s c'X+ Q is modellcd by the system of ordinary nonlinear
differential cquations:
s(r) : - A, .p(SG)).X(r) - D(, .s(r) + D(r)ü" I
X(t): p(s(r) .X(t) - D(t).x(r) |
(1,*)
(4e)
s(r) denotes the organic concenrration [gl ,], X(r) denotes rhe conccntration of"
methanogenic bacteria [gl '], s,n denotes the organic concentration in the influent
[gl '], Q denotes the biogas production rate (not important for our analysis), D(l)
denotcs the dilution rate [d '] at t ime I [d], and l(S):(p.",.S)/(K,,*S) is the
spccific bacteria growth rate by Michaelis-Menten for to,'. porltiue consrants pmax,
K,, and ä, > 0. Here the dilution rate is considered as input u(.): D(.) and the
organic concentration as outpury(.) = S(.).
Note that (49) is not in input affine form. There exist different transformations
to convert it into input affine form (e.g. e:: X(S," _ S) ', y:: S or q:
: (.S,, - S)X t, y: : S) but the rransformarions are not globally defined.
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\üüe restrict the initial conditions of @7) to lie in the open triangle
CI : : {(E)O l0 <.s, 0 < x, s+ A,x< s,"}
since the polluted organics and bacteria concentrations are positive. Under thc
assumptions
ü ( ' ) : [ O , o o ) * [ 0 , Ä ] ,  A > O  lj , '* i(.), n(.)e"//r" '  such thar ) fSOl
y, . , ( . ) ,n( . ) :  10,  . r , )  -  [ . t ,S l ,  whcre 0 < S< S.  S,"J
Q is invariant under thc flow if the feedback
u ( t ) :D ( t ) :  -Ä ( r t s ( ,  - y , * ( t ) - n ( t ) l +ü ( t )  ( 51 )
is applied to (49) and moreover a bound on S(.) can be dctcrmined.
Proposition 4. If (50) holds, ft('): [0, oo)--+(0, oo) is continuous, monotonically
non-decreasing and unbounded, then for each (S,,,Xo)e O the feedback law (51)
for z(') = D(') applied to (49) yields a unique solution (S(.),X(.)): [0, oo) 'f) and,
for some l' > 0
S  r (
S(r) < "'"; " for all t> / (52)
I'roof. To scc that S: 0 is repelling, notc that S(z') : 0 for some r' > 0 yields
S(/) : D(/)Si. : lk(f) (y,",(r ') + n(/)) + A(/)l !, > /e(r')gS,, > 0
Positivity of X(r) follows from
( f  ' )
X(t) : expi I [r(s(r)) - D(r)] dr fxo > o( J  )
To completc the proof of invariance of O notc that
* t"ro i h,X(t)- s,.r : - D(t) ts(r) + Ä,X(r) - s,,Jot
and hence
, 
tn 
\
t l  I
ts(r)+ k,x(t)  -s,,1 : "*pl -  lnlr ;arf  ts.+ h,xo-s,,1 <0
I t l
\ d )
0
It remains to prove (52). Choose r, > 0 such that
, , . S , - _ S
- h ( t , ) " ' n r . " + A < 0 (53)
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We prove that for arbitrary /, > /, there exists some r, > z, such that
s( r , ) (S ' " , , * t  (54)
Seeking a contradiction suppose
s  - e
S(r) > 1", " for all t2 tz (55)
Then, by (55), (50), (53) and monotoniciry of t+>k(t), we may conclude, for
all t) t,
D ( t )  =  A ( r ) l s ( r ) -  s l +  ü ( t ) <  - A ( , ) S , " ^  S + ^ .  f t ( r , ) S , "  S + A . o2  ' "  2
and thcrefore
s(, < D(')s,. . - [u1,,; ü";!- Ä 1s,,, . oL  2  l "
which contradicts (55).
Finally we choose /, > r' such that (54) holds. Then for eacrr r ) r,, such that
s  + Ss( , ) :  2
we have
f^ ^ _-l T - _l
S( , ) .  -D ( r ) l  ö ' " ^ * t -  s , .  l <  -p ro l  " , "  * s -s  l ü "  -S .0 .
L 2  I  
' l  2  |  2
This provcs (52) for t' : h and completcs the proof.
\'rith boundedness of s(r) as given in (52) it is easy ro show the High-Gain
Propcrty (A2).
Lemma 4 (high-gain lenmta for systems with bounded flo*). Suppose (50) holds
true and A('): [0, co)-+[0, oo) is continuous, monotonically non-decreasing and
unbounded- Then the feedback (51) applied to (49) with (so,Xn) e o yields
lim tS(, -y-'.(r) - n(t)l :0
Proof. By Proposition 4 the closed-loop sysrem for e(r) : S(r) -y,"r(t) - n(t)
ö(t): - k,p(s(t))x(t) - (y*,(r) + n(t)) + [s,. - sG)] t- k(t)e(t) + ü(t)l
*(r) : {p(s(r) - t- k(t)e(t) + ü(t)ll x(r)
permits a unique solution and we may conclude, for all t2 t,
e  - Q
d ( r < - " ' n r " k ( t ) e ( t ) + M
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wnere
M::  l l  -  f rp(S( . ) )X( . )  - i . " , ( . )  -  n()  + (S, .  -  S( . ) ) t ( ' )  l l ,_ ,<u," r
Flence, by Variations-of-Constants, for all t>- to>- t'
c ( l ) ( e  1a ( ro ) ( '    '   o )r ( ü+4  
-
aQltn )
where ry::(S,.-S)/2. Since ft(ro) may be chosen arbitrari ly large, rhe statemenr
follows and the proof is complete.
'We 
are now in a position to finalize this section by showing that (49) satisfies the
assumptions (Al) (A4), and hcncc the adaptive strategy (51), (13) can be applied.
Proposition 5. The class of systems (49) satisfuing (50) with control (5 l) is a
subset of systems (l l), (12) satis$ring (Al)-(A4). Hence the control objectives
(15) arc met if (13), (51) are applied to (49).
Proof. Existence and uniqucncss of the solution of the closed-loop system on
[0, oo) is cnsured by Proposition 4. (Al) is a consequence of I-emma 4, (A2) and
(44) follow immediately from Proposition 4. Hencc, by Theorem I the control
objectives (15) hold true. This completes the proof.
7 Simulations
In this section, we illustrate that the adaptive control strategy (12), (13) mects the
given objcctivcs of i-tracking with good transient performance. The gain settles ar
a level only slightly larger than in a non-adaptive context and, most importantly,
the terminal gain is the closer to the gain needed in a non-adaptivc context the
larger r in (13) is. These statcmcnts are no longer valid if the sign of the high-
frcqucncy gain is unknownl then the simple Byrnes-Willems stabilizcr
u(t) : h(r) cos./ft(r)l(r) , i1t7 : y1t|' (due to Nussbaum (1983)) depicts a non-
convincing transient behaviour, se e p. I 63 of Ilchmann ( I 9 S3) for somc simulations
and comparisons.
Instead of the two-dimensional model (49), we may consider a morc detailed
fivc-dimcnsional modcl of thc anacrobic fcrmcntation process in a continuous
stirred tank reactor, in particular the degradation of organic waste by micro-
organisms in the absence of oxygen. (See Bastin and Dochain (1990), Bastin and
Van Impe (1995) and Stoyanov and Simeonov (1995).) It is based on the three-
stage reaction scheme
S o s S l
S' c'Xr * Sz
S " ' X t * Q
where Su denotes the influent polluting organics concentration [mgl r], S, denotes
the substrate concentration for acidogenic bacteria lmg I '], S, denotes the conccn-
tration of methanogenic bacteria [mgl '], Q denotes the biogas production rate
Id '], and S:So+S, *S, dcnotes the total organic concentration in the reactor.
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Its mathematical model is given by
S"(, : * äS,(rX, (r) - I&(t -rp8,l.D(,
X,(t) : p, (S, (l))X, (t) - k,X,(t) - X,(t).D(t)
s, (t : öÄ (rs. (0 - lt' Q' (r)x, (D - s, (r).D(r)
! r
Xr(t) : pr(Sr(t))Xr(t) -krXr(t) -Xr(t).D(t)
S,(r) :vo1r, (S,(r))X,14 - , ,r(S'(t))X,( '  -.S,(r ' IXr)
!z
where S,, denotes the organic concentration in the influent,
dilution rate [d '] at t ime r [d], and /;(0 : (l_".,,.^t1(S * K,,)
the Michaelis-Menten growth rates for bacteria.
(56)
1)(r) denotes the
lo r  i : 1 ,2  deno te
Fig.  2.  Output  rsS(r)  for  2- t rackcr (12),  (13) wi th y:  t ,  r -2,  l -0.5,  Ä(30) :0,  , ( . )  :0.23 appl icd
ro (56).
0  5  1 0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
(13) wi th !  :  l ,  r :2,  ) . :0.5,  h(3O) :0,  r2( . )  = 0.23 appl ied to
(5  6 ) .
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
Fig.  3.  Gain rr+A(r) of l-tracker (12),
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0.215" "  '   -
0  5  1 0  1 5  2 0 25 30 35 40 45
r ,  r :2 ,  1 -  0 .5 ,  f t (30)  :  0 ,  , ( ' )  :  0 .23  app l iedFig. 4. Input rr-r(r) for l"-trackcr (12), (13) with 1,:
to (56).
0 5 1 0 1 5 2 0 2 5 3 0 3 5 4 0 4 5
Fig.  5.  Ourput  , r+S(r)  for  2- t rackcr (12),  (13) wirh y:  I ,  r :2,  ) . :0.3,  h(30):0,  , ( ' )  = 0.23 and
noisc gcncratcd by (57) applied to (56).
It is easy to show that an analogous result as in Proposition 5 is also valid for
(56). This is omitted for brcviry.
We simulate the five-dimensional model (56) based on the following experimental
data derived by Stoyanov and Simeonov (1995):
f I , , , " * , ;  :  0 .41 k; :0.O2,  K, t  :  I  for  i :  l '2
b :  l ,  ! r :  2 ,  - ! r  :  0 .006,  !z :  |  .1 ,  ! t , :  40,  S, .  :  70 [mg |  '  ]
In all of the following simulations, we choose the above parameters and the initial
valucs
(s0(0), x, (0), s, (0), xr(0), s, (0)) :  (40, 0.2,0,0.2,0)
the setpoint to be tracked is ,."r(') = S,"r: 45 fmg I r]. As output of the system, we
consider the total organic concentration r(') :: S(') : S'( ') + Sr(') + Sr('), and the
input wil l be the dilution rate z(') ::,D(').
F
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r+dist(lS(r)l r.u) on {25,401 f<>r l"-tracker
Ä(30) :0, ,( ' ) :  O.23 and, noise gcnerated by
(12) ,  (13)  w i th  7 :  1 ,  r :2 ,(57) appl ied to (56).
Fig. 6. Output I  :  o .3,
) r 0 1 5 2 0 2 5 3 0 3 5 4 0 4 5
F i g . 7 .  G a i n t + k ( t ) o f  ) . - r r a c k e r ( 1 2 ) , ( 1 3 ) w i t h I : l , r : 2 , ) , : 0 . 3 , A ( 3 0 ) : 0 , ü ( . ) : 0 . 2 3 a n d n o i s e
gencrared by (57) applied to (56).
Sinulation 1. $7e first allow the system to converge to an equilibrium point within
30 days by set t ing u( ' ) :  ü( ' ) :0 .23.  At  t imc t )30,  rhe sysrem has ser t led and we
switch on the 2-tracker (12), (L3) with design paramerers
|  :  l ,  ) , : 0 .5 ,  r : 2 ,  Ä (0 )  :  0 ,  ü ( . )  :  0 .23
We do not corrupt the output by noise. Note that the transient behaviour shown
in Figs 3-5 is very good. within a day, rhe outpur s(r) is forced without any
oscillations into the interval [44.5, 45.5]. The output stays in the tolcrance band
and the gain converges to a finite value, which is not larger than 0.03. See also the
good performance of u(t).
simulation 2. The difference to Simulation I is that this time we choose )":0.3
and corrupt the output by some noise to be chosen as n(t):*qr(t), where q,(.)
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0.n6
5  1 0  1 5  2 0 30 35 40 4s
F i g . 8 .  I n p u t t * u ( t ) o f  A - t r a c k e r ( 1 2 ) , ( 1 3 ) w i t h t : l , r - 2 ' ) : 0 . 3 , 4 ( 3 0 ) : 0 , r ( ' ) : 0 . 2 3 a n d n o i s e
gcnerared by (57) applicd to (56).
F i g . 9 .  O u t p u t , t + . S ( , ) f o r 2 - t r a c k c r ( 1 2 ) , ( 1 3 )  w i t h T : l , A : O . 3 ,  A ( 3 0 ) : 0 , , ( ' ) : 0 . 2 3 a p p l i e d t o
( 5 6 ) , r : 1 ' . . . ' 5 .
denotes the first component of the Lorenz equation:
4,Q) : lolq,(t) - q,(t)1, s, (o) : l ')I
4,G) -- 28q'(t) - q'(t) - q'(t)q.(t), q' (0) : 0 I O7)
4, ( t ) :  q , ( t )q , ( t )  1s , ( , ) ,  s , (0 )  :3  I5 )
Sparrow (1982) shows that the parameters in (57) ensure chaotic and bounded
behaviour  of  qt ( ' )  wi th bounded der ivat ive,  i :1 ,2,3.  In  th is  case,  In(r ) l< 0.1.
\ü7e obtain the same qualitative results, see Figs 6-9, and we have added a
cutting of the output dynamics around the point t:30, where the regulator is
switched on, see Fig. 7.
Simulation 3. In the last simulation we illustrate the effect of varying the paramcter
r in the gain adaptation (13). For simplicity, we consider the noise free case and
Aas.a
45.2
4 5
0
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0 m
0.05
o.04
F o 0 3
o 0 2
0.01
o
6
tm€
F i g . r 0 .  G a i n r + Ä ( r ) o f , l - r r a c k e r ( 1 2 ) , ( 1 3 ) w i t h y - t , A : O . 3 , A ( 3 0 ) : 0 , n ( . ) : 0 . 2 3 a p p l i e d t o ( 5 6 ) ,
put ,. : 0.3. we depict the outpur s(r) and the gain Ä(r) only for 6 days aftcr rhe
regulator has been switched on at ,:30. Sec Figs 7 and g. r is varicd for l-5 with
stepsize 0.5. The larger we choosc r to be, thc faster the gain dynamics are. For
r: l, the dynamics of Ä(r) arc slow: when the gain is large enough so that thc
output is forced towards the 2-ball, le(r) still increases until finally it is switched off
whcn s(r) entcrs the ,l-ball. This overshoot of the gain becomes much smallcr
when a larger r is applied. Sce F'ig. 10. onc might argue that a larger terminal gain
forces thc output closcr to thc reference setpoint, howevcr this is not the control
objective. Note that for r:5 the terminal gain is much smaller than for r: l: on
thc price that reaching the tolerance band takes longer.
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